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ABSTRACT slower rate than the instantaneous channel and can be obtained re-
liably at the transmitter [12].

In this paper, we present a precoder design framework and a com- Therefore, this paper considers the problem of MIMO pre-
putationally simple precoding technique for OSTBC based MIMO coder design using only the knowledge of transmit and receive
wireless systems with both transmit and receive correlations for the antenna correlations. Specifically, we show that the problem of
case of Rayleigh fading. It is assumed that the correlation among OSTBC precoder design based on minimization of the exact SER
receive antennas is independent of the correlation among transmit over a jointly transmit-receive correlated Rayleigh fading MIMO
antennas (and vice versa). The transmit and receive correlation channel can be transformed into a convex optimization problem.
matrices are assumed to be available at the transmitter, while the This is a significant observation because (1) there is a unique glob-
instantaneous channel state information (CSI) is unknown. The ally optimal precoder and (2) wide variety of computational algo-
proposed precoder minimizes the upper bound on the symbol er- rithms are available for convex problems. We also show that the
ror rate (SER). Our main contribution consists of developing a con- optimal precoder has a special structure that allows the number of
vex formulation for originally non-convex problem of SER mini- optimization variables to be reduced significantly. We also identify
mization for precoder design. Additionally, it can be shown that several cases where closed-form designs are feasible.
previously known solutions for some special cases of precoder de-
sign naturally follow from our more general results. Numerical 2 SYSTEM MODEL
simulations illustrate the improved performance of the proposed
precoders in terms of the output SER. The received signal for a communication system that employs an

OSTBC and a linear precoder at the transmitter may be written as
1. INTRODUCTION F

Y = HFC+Z (1)
Orthogonal space-time block codes (OSTBCs) have been devel- Nt
oped in order to exploit the advantages of multiple-input multiple- where Nt and Nr are the numbers of transmit and receive anten-
output (MIMO) systems such as diversity gain [1], [2]. OSTBCs nas, respectively, E is the total transmitted power, Y is the Nr xT
have received much interest because of simple, symbol-by-symbol received signal matrix, C is the Nt x T OSTBC matrix, F is the
maximum likelihood (ML) detection [2]. It is important to note Nt x Nt precoding matrix, H is the Nr x Nt channel matrix, and Z
that OSTBCs are designed for the case no channel state informa- is the Nt x T additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) matrix with
tion (CSI) at the transmitter. However, if some degree of CSI is zero-mean and N0-variance entries (independent and identically
available at the transmitter, the performance of OSTBC MIMO distributed - i.i.d.). The receiver uses the ML decoder.
systems can be further improved. For example, precoding tech- The effects of transmit and receive correlations for a Rayleigh
niques can be combined with OSTBCs to adapt to the current chan- flat fading channel can be reasonably modeled as [12]
nel conditions without changing the fixed structures of the trans-
mitter and the receiver [3]- [11]. However, these and many other H = R'/2fR'/' (2)
papers focus on transmit antenna correlations, but with little em-

phsso* eev nen orltos[][1 where Rt and Rr are the transmit and receive side correlation ma-
Traditona i Opren codingtciu aIm p n trices of sizes Nt x Nt and Nr x Nr, respectively, and H consists

systemrforan uIng fulcS!iattransmit [6]. Re of i.i.d. zero-mean and unit-variance elements. It is assumed in thesystm prforancusng fll SI a trnsmtter[4] [6] Reer-
model (2) that the correlation among receive antennas is indepen-ence [5] shows that a number of different precoder design criteria del (2thatctheecorrelaton amongeeiv ant is iepen-

can be cast as a weighted minimum mean square error (MSE) crite- nWith the use of OSTBCs the ML decoder can be simplified tornon with a proper choice of weight coefficients. CSI at transmitter Withmthebusemof doSTBCs theMldodcng be s le
can be obtained if time-division duplex (TDD) mode is employed,
but availability of such knowledge at the transmitter can signifi- -F 1
cantly consume the bandwidth of the system in frequency-division S q= N t K HF q+ 1,...,Q (3)
duplex (FDD) systems. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the
transmitter has only partial channel knowledge such as transmit where Sq, q = 1, ..., Q are the complex information-bearing sym-
and receive correlation matrices. These statistics vary at a much bols prior to space-time encoding; Vq CA (0, K HF FNo)
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stands for circularly symmetric complex Gaussian zero-mean vari- applied to the problem (10) is mostly due to the gradient compu-
able with variance K HF IN0. tation for the SER function (9). Finally, the optimal precoding

Using (3) the effective instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) matrix Fopt can be found using the solution of the problem (10)
per symbol can be expressed as as Fopt = FI/2

opt'
g 12 E, 4

7 q 2 FKNt (4) 4. LOW COMPLEXITY LINEAR PRECODERS FOR
OSTBC MIMO SYSTEMS

where
IIHF 11 (5) Consider the following eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of the

is the Frobenius norm of the effective channel HF. correlation matrices Rt and Rr:

Rt = UtEtuHt(11)
3. PRECODER DESIGN PROBLEM FORMULATION Rr HUrErU (12)

For brevity, we limit our discussion to M-PAM only. Our results
can be straightforwardly extended for M-QAM and M-PSK mod- wre t and U gnarte matrices ofeien trs, and recanveare the diagonal eigenvalue matrices of the transmit and receiveulations as well. Given the receive instantaneous SNR -y, the SER correlation matrices, respectively.
Of M-PAM can be evaluated as [13]. .'Using algebraic manipulations, we can show that (10) is equiv-

SERPAM 2 M-1f exp( 9PAM do (6) alent to the following problemPAM r M s~Pin2,} (6
min det (I+ FE ( LP2E/) dowhere YPAM = 3/-(M21). The average SER is thus given by F V sin. F /)

00 subject to Tr(F) = 1, F F 0 (13)
SERPAM / SERPAMfx(-y) d'y (7) -

Jo where we have introduced the the new matrix variable F tUt FUt.

where f (Qy) is the probability density function (pdf) of the SNR We note that Tr(F) = Tr(Ut FUt) Tr(UtUt F) = Tr(F)
1 because the matrix Ut is unitary.

Using (4) and (6), we can rewrite (7) as THEOREM 2: An optimal matrix F which minimizes the ob-
jective function in (13) is diagonal.

2 M-1 fI
ex

( gca ( d
PROOF: We will make use of the Hadamard inequality [14],

SERPAM = 7- M sinexp y-sin2 ) which states that for any positive definite matrix A = [aij] of size
(8) n x n, det(A) >. I aii where equality holds if and only if A

where j = YPAMES/(KNtNo), and fa (a) stands for the pdf of is diagonal; equivalently, det(A-1) > Hi=1 aii.
random variable a in (5). Let A I + According to the

Using the moment generating function approach, the exact Hit d - i
SER can be expressedas~~~~~~~~Hadamard inequality, det(A)- iS minimized if and only if theSER can be expressed as

matrix A is diagonal. Since the matrices Et and Er are diago-
2 1r -1 nal, the matrix A is diagonal if and only if the matrix F is also

SERPAM-7 i, det 1+ .2Rrc5(FFHRt) do. diagonal. Finally, we note that the integral in (13) can be seen as

(9) a sum of terms for each of which A is diagonal if and only if F is

where X, I denote the Kronecker product, the identity matrix of diagonal. This completes the proof. D
appropriate size respectively. The SER (9) is a function of the Note that a similar diagonal property has been shown, for ex-
precoding matrix F. Therefore, the precoder design problem can ample, in [3], [15], but the above proof is simpler and more direct.
be formulated as the following SER minimization problem Using Theorem 2 and replacing the diagonal elements of F by

a more familiar notation, that is, x = diag(F) C RNt, (13) can
min SERPAM subject to Tr(F) = 1, F F 0 (10) be simplified to the following optimization problem

where F = FFH is a new optimization variable, and the con- mi 2j2 (±+ [Zr]i[Zt]Xj dc
straint Tr(F) = 1 guarantees that the average transmitted power x oi=l=l sin2

is constant. Note that a similar formulation has been taken in [15]. Nt
Here, we show that the problem (10) is in fact convex. The follow- subject to xj = 1, xj > 0, j = 1,..., Nt (14)
ing theorem is in order. =

THEOREM 1: The optimization problem (10) is convex on
F F 0. where [E] j denotes the jth diagonal element of the diagonal matrix

PROOF: The proof will be shown in a journal version of this E, and xj stands for the jth element of the vector x. Note that (14)
paper. is mathematically equivalent to (10). However, the optimization

The problem (10) can be solved, for example, using gradient vector variable in (14) has a significantly smaller dimension than
descend method. The complexity of the gradient descend method that of the optimization matrix variable in (10).
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We now consider an upper bound to the integral in (14) by _______________________
setting 7b<2. The resulting optimization problem is.......Wihuprcdn

~~~~~~~~Withprecoding (upper-bound)
Nr Nt ..With precoding (exact)

mm Jlj Jlj (1+ ~~~~~~~~~~....... ....[.E......].....[...........................-
in 11 X.

Nt1
subjec=o1 1 ~., ,. N.(5

jl ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i-

-slg( b,jecan re ato (15) as.... 10........................
Nt Nr ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..............................

subjmetaeienctet (seFg 1,x .0,w jha 1,...Nefomac(1) Fg .TeSE efracfAlmuicddMM

TH O E:Teoptimizyslin1 byrfruationgprole (16 isconvexp onlmthe..............

twogxeigemnvalusowichwnceasndeote asn[eg]1andv [Er2nd antnnssxonidredTe..aoui.odean.4PA.cnsel
The globallycaoptimaltsolutionsto0the problem.(16).in.the.case..ation.are.applied..The.total.available.power.at.the.transmitter

0, j 1,... N~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (17) ~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 Pr....

j= i)1

subject t L j=1 j>0 , N.( Fig. 2 dipayThe SER performance of thAfllmowtin transMIssOn
wherseastojprove the[Elloi)nd the/oEre[m).Ito.chms STSbsd rnmsio ihutpeoin,tas
duigH EwRE variabe optimiwetcan wrtlem (17)as asconde ordter msinwtexcprodr(0,adrnmsinwthrcdr

equatin (16).pTh,transmision schmesOwiththeepropsedtprecders sig
reciveantnna.I ths cse,therecivecorelaionmatixas nificaTly IMoupefrmlthe schteme withoutanmtanyrcder. artcicu-
The2gl-2al )optma+olution tothe proble 0,6jn1,.. Nas larly, the aplerformanegoalaainalepofrathetransmisinshm ithther

oftwrecivin (19)eproposed precodingtechniquesove thelno-precoIn scemti
whichtca beearsilyhnTuksolvedcodiiosas aboutl2.7 dB fortan,SER of 12. The pserfrmnc ofth precd-

I -1 0, j = I.... Nt (7) Y,ing scem (1, whic istalihesoluiongtochaneluprbun. rbe
X-~j -jlj +X2j +(91j - 2) 1),V.(2) t h oIgia rbe featSRmnmzto 1) svr

Nt W~~~~~~~~~~~coetonthederformancenaiofthe precdver (10).latvery smal porer-
Te,1in :(20) i chse such tat it saisie th co...Ndi tion fracoedfferiencebetween thfesen twonschmianennscan bevisuall

j=1~~~~~~~~ ~2) Fig. 3dshowys the SER performance of thetolwonschesmess:ith-
Inheneral, 1(21)rcannot]besolvd inloe foYrmfor the vatriale ouprheecoin andB witapecdetran(16)sforwtheucasecwhengthecrres-
ducingHowewver,iabsmle binary,seac can frind1Nteth7asatthisn ap-e miationcothefficitbretwendifere nt transmitsiand wtprecidnenna
praccn ls hnde IM sstmswih or tantwrcev is6)equa toanPt ssPr 0..cheme performane gainpise abeoutr2.3gd

Snequtherciecreltooarxinti aehsonytods htwic schemesuversusmthe transmeithcorrelatiny prcodefficient.cTh
tj+inct 2jeievaus it iseqivlentj to j jthetworeciv anen case.Nt lreceivhe erorreation in aig.4fisasuehtecrnmisonstanteandiqua toe

Morever itcane sownthatin he ase f nreeivecorelaIon prop0.3. Frcoig.4shwtehatue oetheprpoedprecoding schemeefec

Thenprecoder)in (1)hoise downtoai stfisthewelkowndwtr-iligtivncoey expoittheterfransmi orh relation toimproverthtasmissionr
precoder [16]. qu~~~~~~~~orality. rec ewentee w cemscnbevsal
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Fig. 2. The SER performance of Alamouti coded MIMO Fig. 3. The SER performance of Alamouti coded MIMO
with transmit and receive correlations Pr =Pt =0.6 with constant receive correlation Pr =0.3, transmit corre-

lation Pt =[0.05: 0.95]
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